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This letter might not influence you to be smarter, however the book Permission Marketing By Seth Godin
that we provide will certainly stimulate you to be smarter. Yeah, at the very least you'll recognize more than
others that do not. This is exactly what called as the high quality life improvisation. Why should this
Permission Marketing By Seth Godin It's since this is your preferred motif to review. If you similar to this
Permission Marketing By Seth Godin motif around, why do not you review guide Permission Marketing By
Seth Godin to enrich your discussion?

Amazon.com Review
Seth Godin, one of the world's foremost online promoters, offers his best advice for advertising in
Permission Marketing. Godin argues that businesses can no longer rely solely on traditional forms of
"interruption advertising" in magazines, mailings, or radio and television commercials. He writes that today
consumers are bombarded by marketing messages almost everywhere they go. If you want to grab someone's
attention, you first need to get his or her permission with some kind of bait--a free sample, a big discount, a
contest, an 800 number, or even just an opinion survey. Once a customer volunteers his or her time, you're
on your way to establishing a long-term relationship and making a sale. "By talking only to volunteers,
Permission Marketing guarantees that consumers pay more attention to the marketing message," he writes.
"It serves both customers and marketers in a symbiotic exchange."

Godin knows his stuff. He created Internet marketer Yoyodyne and sold it in 1998 to Yahoo!, where he is a
vice president. Godin delves into the strategies of several companies that successfully practice permission
marketing, including Amazon.com, American Airlines, Bell Atlantic, and American Express. Permission
marketing works best on the Internet, he writes, because the medium eliminates costs such as envelopes,
printing, and stamps. Instead of advertising with a plain banner ad on the Internet, you should focus on
discovering the customer's problem and getting permission to follow up with e-mail, he writes. Permission
Marketing is an important and valuable book for businesses seeking better results from their advertising. --
Dan Ring

From Publishers Weekly
Godin, a business whiz kid who does direct marketing for Yahoo!, asks a provocative question: Does
advertising work? He cites example after example of recent misguided campaigns, a "waste jamboree" of
traditional ads aimed at consumers who no longer care. There's an "infoglut" out there, he says, of ads in
myriad media whose only power is to "interrupt" people's lives. Godin's professional journey to his current
status as a guru of online promotion began with his work for such industry bigs as Prodigy and AOL. Now,
he specializes in direct-mail campaigns online, where he takes advantage of the interactive nature of the
technology. Using traditional terms such as reach and frequency to define his efforts, he moves further, into
the touchy-feely area of "permission marketing," his term for developing a personal relationship with
consumers, where they actually enjoy receiving correspondence. On tape, Godin's message is winning
because of his youthful attitude: self-assured, at times cocky, but always sensible. Based on the 1999 Simon
& Schuster hardcover. (Aug.)



Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review
Tom Peters Seth Godin moves to the front ranks of Internet Marketing Gurus with this masterful book. It's
trite to say it, but this is a real "must read."

Business Week Seth Godin is the ultimate entrepreneur for the Information Age.

Robert Tercek Senior Vice-President, Sony Pictures Entertainment The principles of Permission Marketing
are incredibly valuable to everyone involved in media today.

Lester Wunderman Chairman-Emeritus of Wunderman Cato Johnson, the largest direct-marketing firm in the
world; author of Being Direct. Advertisers are going to have to learn how to deliver messages with frequency
and low cost if they are to cope with the increasing competition for the consumer's attention. Seth Godin's
Permission Marketing is a big idea.

William C. Taylor Founding Editor, Fast Company Godin and his colleagues are working to persuade some
of the most powerful companies in the world to reinvent how they relate to their customers. His argument is
as stark as it is radical: Advertising just doesn't work as well as it used to -- in part because there's so much
of it, in part because people have learned to ignore it, in part because the rise of the Net means that
companies can go beyond it.

Mark Kwamme CEO, CKS Group Permission Marketing is a testament to Godin's profound grasp of digital
marketing. "Interruption Marketers" everywhere would do well to read this book.

Eric Hippeau Chaiman, Ziff-Davis, Inc. Finally, here's a measurable method for marketing in a world filled
with clutter.
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When you are rushed of job deadline and have no idea to get motivation, Permission Marketing By Seth
Godin book is one of your remedies to take. Reserve Permission Marketing By Seth Godin will give you the
best source and also point to get inspirations. It is not just regarding the tasks for politic business,
administration, economics, as well as various other. Some purchased tasks making some fiction your jobs
additionally need inspirations to overcome the work. As exactly what you require, this Permission Marketing
By Seth Godin will most likely be your choice.

But here, we will certainly reveal you astonishing point to be able consistently check out guide Permission
Marketing By Seth Godin anywhere and whenever you happen and also time. The book Permission
Marketing By Seth Godin by only could assist you to realize having the publication to check out whenever. It
will not obligate you to constantly bring the thick publication wherever you go. You can just maintain them
on the device or on soft data in your computer to consistently check out the area at that time.

Yeah, investing time to read the e-book Permission Marketing By Seth Godin by on-line can likewise
provide you positive session. It will alleviate to communicate in whatever condition. This way can be more
appealing to do and also less complicated to check out. Now, to obtain this Permission Marketing By Seth
Godin, you could download in the link that we provide. It will help you to obtain very easy means to
download and install guide Permission Marketing By Seth Godin.
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The man Business Week calls "the ultimate entrepreneur for the Information Age" explains "Permission
Marketing"—the groundbreaking concept that enables marketers to shape their message so that consumers
will willingly accept it.

Whether it is the TV commercial that breaks into our favorite program, or the telemarketing phone call that
disrupts a family dinner, traditional advertising is based on the hope of snatching our attention away from
whatever we are doing. Seth Godin calls this Interruption Marketing, and, as companies are discovering, it
no longer works.

Instead of annoying potential customers by interrupting their most coveted commodity—time—Permission
Marketing offers consumers incentives to accept advertising voluntarily. Now this Internet pioneer
introduces a fundamentally different way of thinking about advertising products and services. By reaching
out only to those individuals who have signaled an interest in learning more about a product, Permission
Marketing enables companies to develop long-term relationships with customers, create trust, build brand
awareness -- and greatly improve the chances of making a sale.
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Permission Marketing. Godin argues that businesses can no longer rely solely on traditional forms of
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consumers are bombarded by marketing messages almost everywhere they go. If you want to grab someone's
attention, you first need to get his or her permission with some kind of bait--a free sample, a big discount, a
contest, an 800 number, or even just an opinion survey. Once a customer volunteers his or her time, you're
on your way to establishing a long-term relationship and making a sale. "By talking only to volunteers,
Permission Marketing guarantees that consumers pay more attention to the marketing message," he writes.
"It serves both customers and marketers in a symbiotic exchange."

Godin knows his stuff. He created Internet marketer Yoyodyne and sold it in 1998 to Yahoo!, where he is a
vice president. Godin delves into the strategies of several companies that successfully practice permission
marketing, including Amazon.com, American Airlines, Bell Atlantic, and American Express. Permission
marketing works best on the Internet, he writes, because the medium eliminates costs such as envelopes,
printing, and stamps. Instead of advertising with a plain banner ad on the Internet, you should focus on
discovering the customer's problem and getting permission to follow up with e-mail, he writes. Permission
Marketing is an important and valuable book for businesses seeking better results from their advertising. --



Dan Ring

From Publishers Weekly
Godin, a business whiz kid who does direct marketing for Yahoo!, asks a provocative question: Does
advertising work? He cites example after example of recent misguided campaigns, a "waste jamboree" of
traditional ads aimed at consumers who no longer care. There's an "infoglut" out there, he says, of ads in
myriad media whose only power is to "interrupt" people's lives. Godin's professional journey to his current
status as a guru of online promotion began with his work for such industry bigs as Prodigy and AOL. Now,
he specializes in direct-mail campaigns online, where he takes advantage of the interactive nature of the
technology. Using traditional terms such as reach and frequency to define his efforts, he moves further, into
the touchy-feely area of "permission marketing," his term for developing a personal relationship with
consumers, where they actually enjoy receiving correspondence. On tape, Godin's message is winning
because of his youthful attitude: self-assured, at times cocky, but always sensible. Based on the 1999 Simon
& Schuster hardcover. (Aug.)
Copyright 1999 Reed Business Information, Inc.

Review
Tom Peters Seth Godin moves to the front ranks of Internet Marketing Gurus with this masterful book. It's
trite to say it, but this is a real "must read."

Business Week Seth Godin is the ultimate entrepreneur for the Information Age.

Robert Tercek Senior Vice-President, Sony Pictures Entertainment The principles of Permission Marketing
are incredibly valuable to everyone involved in media today.

Lester Wunderman Chairman-Emeritus of Wunderman Cato Johnson, the largest direct-marketing firm in the
world; author of Being Direct. Advertisers are going to have to learn how to deliver messages with frequency
and low cost if they are to cope with the increasing competition for the consumer's attention. Seth Godin's
Permission Marketing is a big idea.

William C. Taylor Founding Editor, Fast Company Godin and his colleagues are working to persuade some
of the most powerful companies in the world to reinvent how they relate to their customers. His argument is
as stark as it is radical: Advertising just doesn't work as well as it used to -- in part because there's so much
of it, in part because people have learned to ignore it, in part because the rise of the Net means that
companies can go beyond it.

Mark Kwamme CEO, CKS Group Permission Marketing is a testament to Godin's profound grasp of digital
marketing. "Interruption Marketers" everywhere would do well to read this book.

Eric Hippeau Chaiman, Ziff-Davis, Inc. Finally, here's a measurable method for marketing in a world filled
with clutter.

Most helpful customer reviews

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
Another piece of gold from " the past" with more knowledge than 10+ current "marketing books
By @insurancebillvj
This book is about 17 years old which means the knowledge is in the neighborhood of 20 years old but really
it is much older. Why read it? Because this is as or more relevant now, 2016, than it was in 1999. I tend to be
a bit biased to some older books and this one is no exception. Why? Because it was written before books



became the trendy thing "to do" because it was great for marketing. Any chance you have to learn from a
practitioner you'll be better off than reading what some college professor or researcher or worse, someone
who is just trying to market/brand themselves.
More signs of a good book; If you can take it's content and apply it to the current times and it will still
produce profits. Want more? Although he might have been slightly off on a couple of things, a good chunk
of this book is essentially Mr. Godin looking into a crystal ball and describing the future.
A great intersection of past knowledge, current trends(circa 1999 but still relevant) and a wonderful
philosophy, compiled by a human being that repeatedly helps makes humanity better.

2 of 2 people found the following review helpful.
It's fabulous but outdated
By Gisela Hausmann
To get this off my chest I want to begin by saying that illustrating the statement "Frequency works" with
Muhammad Ali's fight record is simply wrong, or, at best a not well chosen example. Godin writes
"Muhammad Ali did not become heavyweight champion by punching twenty people one time each. No, he
became the champ by punching one guy twenty times. By applying frequency to the poor opponent's head,
Ali was able to bring his message home..."

I might have ignored this if it did not come up a second time.

"... Back to Muhammad Ali again. After he's hit someone ten times and the guy's still standing, the
opportunity for a quick knockout is long gone. Only through persistence..."

If this is about illustrating `persistence' there are better examples. If this is about "boxing/Muhammad Ali
AND persistence" it's a really bad example. Muhammad Ali averaged 9th round KOs. That was Ali's style.
Mike Tyson averaged 3rd round KOs. That was Tyson's style. Indeed, Tyson knocked out Michael Spinks in
91 seconds in one of the fastest KOs in the heavyweight division.

Whereas Ali took the time to dance with the "Ali Shuffle, to showboat, and even talk to his opponent, Tyson
did what he came to do -without show (he sold the outcome). But there is a lesson to be learned. After some
time Tyson's fights could not be sold in the United States anymore; most famously Tyson vs. Buster Douglas
took place in Tokyo, because Americans weren't going to pay hundreds of dollars for what they thought
would be a 90 seconds fight (Boxing is about entertainment too). Ali knew this. That is why boxing is such a
bad example for the contents of this book. Any boxer, who pursues "selling the fight and going for a later
round knock-out" risks injury and loss, but fighters, who go for the quick sale, cannot sell anymore after they
have done this for a while. So, if the "message" is about winning, the strategy depends on the opponent, and
that is why boxing is not a great example.

Aside from this flaw Seth Godin's book is a great book. His elaborations about permission marketing vs.
traditional Interruption marketing are brilliant and I can only guess what a huge impact this book made in
1999. Even today students of marketing must be riveted to read about the historic developments in
marketing, never mind that some of the quoted companies don't exist anymore. E.g. my children (in their
early 20's), who know much more about phones than I will ever know, have never heard of MCI. Then again,
maybe reading about MCI might prompt them to read up on who this former telecommunications company
was and find out why it went down.

Of course telecommunication companies are notorious for their ridiculous approaches. For a short while I
was Charter's customer. This company thought they can handle `permission marketing' their own way. Even
though I told them that I wanted to buy Internet services only, and that I haven't had TV since 2009, and, that



I did not intend to get TV because I find nothing worthy to watch, they called me every 10 days to offer me
TV. So I cancelled them. At that occasion the customer service representative asked me why I cancelled their
services and I told him that I felt harassed. To which he replied that I should have gotten on their no-call list.
To which I replied, that no, the fact that they knew my phone number did not entitle them to call me anytime
between 8-5 whenever they felt like it. Not even my mother calls me during working hours. Additionally, the
fact that I told them more than 20 times in no uncertain terms that I was not interested in getting TV, clearly
demonstrated that they were NOT listening to their customer. My new provider sends me "invitations to get
TV" every 2 weeks, via snail mail. I throw their mail into my recycle bin.
Naturally, Seth Godin elaborates about telecommunications companies too, only he writes about Bell
Atlantic, which today is Verizon. I wonder how many of the younger readers of this book know that.

The above is a perfect example of permission marketing gone wrong and I would hope that somebody from
Charter's marketing department reads Seth Godin's book sometime soon. I really appreciated Seth Godin's
elaborations about the "five levels of permission". Looking into my Inbox I can tell that many corporations'
marketing departments have taken Seth Godin's advice to heart. Of course the downside of this is that most
people simply delete their flood of emails and that's that. In fact email providers are developing programs to
assist this process because people don't have enough time to unsubscribe the unwanted content.

Absolutely brilliant are Godin's mentioning of Columbia Record Club and the Book of the Months Club.
Indeed it was these concepts that lay the foundation for brilliant permission marketing but we don't get to
read too much about these great innovators anymore.

While I realize that the book is listed as "published in 1999" I had hoped that the book included some kind of
an update, maybe a 3-5 page foreword would have been excellent. The way how it is presented "Permission
Marketing: Turning Strangers Into Friends, and Friends Into Customers" is more of a history book than a
cutting edge book. That kind of surprised me.

Gisela Hausmann, author & blogger

6 of 6 people found the following review helpful.
Overrated, needs more substance
By AmazingReader
This sort of marketing has been around for a long time, it's just Seth invented the name. I find that this book
needs more substance. What's in it for me? What are the take-aways? There are way better marketing books
out there.

See all 242 customer reviews...
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